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On your dues slip look for EMPL NO: If everything has been done accordingly it should read 008063B. The following is a breakdown of what each
set of numbers represent.
EMPL NO: 008063B– The first three numbers 008 indicate that the member signed the current Political Action Committee form (PAC form) for
the STATE for the current calendar year. This number will change each year, next year it will read 009 then 010 etc. The PAC form is mailed out
every year to the general membership around February. The bright orange form can’t be missed, so upon receipt, please fill out the form, sign it, and
send it back in the self addressed, stamped envelope promptly. If for any reason you find that your receipt does not indicate that you signed the
current year’s PAC form, then you can always stop at any of the union halls and ask for one or request another by mail. This is the perfect time to be
sure that your address is correct in our computers so that you don’t miss out on other important union information. This form is signed voluntarily,
but highly recommended by all officers
EMPL NO: 008063B– This set of numbers indicates that a member voted in the last Local 25 Officers Election. The next officer’s election is in
June of 2009, the number will then change to 09 for those who vote. It is not mandatory to vote, so this number can be different - but it is your right
as a member of Local 25.
EMPL NO: 008063B- This number represent that the member signed the FEDERAL portion (bottom half) of the orange Political Action
Committee form (PAC form). This section of the orange form is voluntary as well, and it only needs to be signed one time and if you wish to opt out,
it must be done in writing.

EMPL NO: 008063B– The letter B states that the member has signed the required Working Dues Assessments Authorization and Targeting Fund
Assessments Authorization form. This form is yellow and it is mandatory this form is filled out. We do not do a mailing for this form; this form is
usually completed when you are initiated, or when entering the apprenticeship program. The code will not change once it has been signed and
entered. This form is mandatory and is usually completed upon entry into the Local or when going to work for the first time.

